The usage of location information of weight vectors can help to overcome de ciencies of gradient based learning for neural networks. We study the non-trivial structure of weight space, i. e., symmetries of feedforward networks in terms of their corresponding groups. We nd that these groups naturally act on and partition weight space into disjunct domains. We derive an algorithm to generate representative weight vectors in a fundamental domain. The analysis of the metric structure of the fundamental domain leads to a clustering method that exploits the natural metric of the fundamental domain. It can be implemented e ciently even for large networks. We used it to improve the assessment of forecast uncertainty for an already successful application of neural networks in the area of nancial time series.
Introduction
Feedforward networks can be interpreted as a form of nonlinear regression. They o er great exibility at the price of a complicated structure. It is possible to use classical maximum-likelihood procedures or modern computational approaches, e. g. bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani 1993) to evaluate learning results. However, the usual gradient-based parameter estimation, or, in the language of neural networks, learning procedures, may get stuck in local extrema. In the case of maximum-likelihood estimation of error bars, estimates at local maxima of the likelihood can be completely wrong. For bootstrap, local extrema lead to unnecessary large error bars (R uger and Ossen 1996) .
In order to exclude suboptimal maximum-likelihood and bootstrap estimations we propose to use the location information of the weight vectors instead. However, owing to a canonical symmetry group (Section 3.2), the space of weight vectors has a nontrivial metric structure that is studied in Section 3.5.
Our approach to improve estimations of error bars exploits the natural metric of a fundamental domain of the weight space with respect to the symmetry group. We propose applying a clustering algorithm for the weight vectors in this e ective weight space using the metric given in Section 3.5 in order to obtain several clusters of weight vectors. Simulations have shown that these clusters refer to di erent types of maxima of the respective likelihood functions.
Learning in a Statistical Context
The data are generated using a \true" model, i. e., a neural network like the one in Figure 1 with a certain xed weight vector w . In the regression context, we assume \measurement" errors, so the actual data are modeled using: y i = out w (x i ) + " i where the errors " i are independent identically distributed. The training set D is a multiset f(x 1 ; y 1 ); : : : ; (x n ; y n )g of n such data pairs. 
Likelihood
Given the distribution of the random variable " i and a certain weight vector w, every data pair (x i ; y i ) has a probability density p(x i ; y i ) and the joint probability that maximizes the likelihood is asymptotically (w. r. t. n) unbiased, consistent, asymptotically e cient and asymptotically normal-distributed (White 1992) .
The maximum-likelihood estimationŵ n may be obtained, e. g., by gradient ascent in the likelihood, or in the logarithm of the likelihood.
Assessing Uncertainty Using Bootstrap
The bootstrap method (Efron and Tibshirani 1993 ) is based on re-estimations of the parameter vector on B bootstrap samples of the training set. The bth bootstrap sample is a random multiset D b = f(x b 1 ; y b 1 ); : : : ; (x b n ; y b n )g drawn from the training data with replacement, i. e., some of the original data pairs will not appear, and some will appear multiply.
The Each activation function f of a hidden layer node is assumed to be sigmoidal; we require that every activation function exhibit the same type of symmetry f(x) = e?f(?x), where, e. g., e = 1 for the logistic function or e = 0 for f = tanh. This class of networks is quite universal: choosing the activation functions of the output layer as identity and using one hidden layer makes this type of network an universal approximator (White 1992) . Figure 1 displays an example for this type of network.
Symmetry Group S of R E
There have been several attempts to analyze the symmetries of the network function (Sussmann 1992; Chen, Lu, and Hecht-Nielsen 1993) . We present an independent approach, in which the arising symmetries are described and analyzed in terms of their corresponding groups, see e. g. (Macdonald 1975) . The main purpose of this subsection is to identify the set S of all the relevant symmetries as a set of certain linear functions that essentially permute or change the sign of some of the weight vector components. Less mathematically inclined readers may skip this subsection.
Let (M) denote the permutation group of a set M. Bear in mind that every permutation can be written in terms of transpositions. The transposition (a; i) of a node a 2 L i with its right neighbor node induces a certain permutation (a; i) of the weight vector components, which leaves the network function out w invariant. This permutation (a; i) may be viewed as a linear operation on the weight space R E , and is thus an element of the group GL(E; R) of all bijective linear functions R E ! R E . Fix i; the mappings (a; i) 7 ! (a; i) with varying a induce a monomorphism (i. e., injective homomorphism) from (L i ) to GL(E; R). Let i denote the image of this monomorphism. i can be identi ed with the group generated by (a 1 ; i); (a 2 ; i); : : : , i. e., with the smallest subgroup of GL(E; R), which contains all (a 1 ; i); (a 2 ; i); : : :
Further studies show that i commutes with j element by element if i 6 = j. The group , which is generated by 1 ; : : : ; k , turns out to be isomorphic to the direct product of 1 ; : : : ; k . In particular, has jL 1 j! : : : jL k j! elements. Letw(b; i) be the subvector of w containing all weights that involve the hidden node b of layer L i :w(b; i) = (w ob ; w a1b ; w a2b ; : : : ; w bc1 ; w bc2 ; : : : ). a and c are enumerations of the nodes in the layer L i?1 and L i+1 , respectively. The ipping of all signs of the components in the subvectorw(b; i) can be corrected by changing all bias weights of the nodes of the layer L i+1 , i. e., by w oci 7 ! w oci + e w bci . This is induced by the symmetry f(x) = e ? f(?x).
Let t b : R E ! R E denote the above linear operation (sign ip of all weight components that deal with node b and correction of all bias weight in the next layer) that leaves out w invariant.
Note that t b is its own inverse, and thus the group induced by t b is the cyclic group T b := f1; t b g with two elements. Verify that t b commutes with t a for all hidden nodes a; b and that no t b can be expressed by any combination t a1 ; : : : ; t an of other operations when all a i 6 = b. From this it can be deduced that the subgroup T , which is generated by all the operations t b , is Abelian and isomorphic to the direct product of all T b . In particular, T has 2 jL1 ::: L k j elements. Let S GL(E; R) denote the group generated by and T . By de nition, T is a subgroup of S. T turns out to be normal, yielding the result S = T = T . It follows that each element s of the symmetry group S has a unique representation s = k : : : 1 t with i 2 i and t 2 T .
So far the symmetry group S of the weight space has been identi ed as a certain subgroup of GL(E; R).
As pointed out by (Chen, Lu, and Hecht-Nielsen 1993) no analytic function other than an element of S can represent a symmetry in this context. However, there exist a lot of discontinuous functions that give rise to a symmetry: Fix two hidden nodes a; b from the same hidden layer. If the incoming weights of a coincide with the incoming weights of b, then all corresponding two outgoing weights might be replaced by their average value. These kinds of symmetries are probably not important in practice as they live in hyperplanes of R E with zero Lebesgue measure. We therefore exclude them from our studies. Sketch of a proof: Applying T on W allows each rst nonzero component of all subvectors w(b; i) to change its sign, and applying creates all possible orders of the rst nonzero components, thus removing any restriction given to specify W except the condition that no subvector w(a; i) of w may vanish and except that no two subvectors may coincide. Taking the closure removes these conditions leaving R E .
Hence, it su ces to maximize the likelihood in W instead of the much larger space R E . Indeed, the idea of a fundamental domain is to de ne a convenient non-redundant subset of R E with respect to S.
Algorithm for Representative Vectors
Letŵ denote a weight vector resulting from some learning algorithm (or parameter estimation). Beginning with layer L 1 , apply the symmetry operation t a of Section 3.2 whenever a bias weight of a hidden node a is negative until all hidden nodes have nonnegative bias weights. Then, for every hidden layer, apply permutation symmetry operations by interchanging subvectors of nodes in this layer such that the bias weights of each layer are in a de nite order | say, nondescending from left to right | thus arriving at a representative weight vector r(ŵ). Essentially, this is a simple sorting problem.
The function r: R E ! R E as implemented by the above algorithm maps onto a region W 0 W , see Figure 2 . The di erence W 0 nW is caused by the algorithm's laziness of not doing a complete lexicographic comparison and by dealing with weight vectors that have vanishing or coinciding subvectors. Fortunately, W 0 n W has zero Lebesgue measure.
The Metric Structure of W
In order to achieve a good clustering, one needs to replace the standard Euclidean distance measure in present clustering algorithms. One idea assigning a distance to two points in W is using the minimal distance d E in R E of two points of their corresponding orbits: (1) 0.4236 ARIMA (1,1,1) 0.4233
0.3985 MLP (i=5,h=5,o=1) 0.3922 traders' estimated pro t threshold 0.06 Table 1 : RMSE for random walk, linear and nonlinear models, as well as estimated pro t threshold for direct forecast model RMSE market prediction 0.1233 ARIMA(2,0,1) 0.1128 MLP (i=5,h=5,o=1) 0.0807 traders' estimated pro t threshold 0.06 Table 2 : RMSE for market prediction, linear and nonlinear models, as well as estimated pro t threshold for indirect forecast
Simulations
We chose an application domain where a good assessment of uncertainty is crucial: the prediction of time series in the nancial markets. Decisions should be based on correct estimations of error bars, or even more general, interval predictions, because it is then possible to assess the risk involved.
Modeling, Re nement and Results
We used clustering in the fundamental domain to improve the assessment of forecast uncertainty for an already successful application of neural networks in the area of derivative instruments (Ossen and Schnauss 1995) . The actual time series to model was a short term interest rate which serves as an underlying for a number of derivative instruments. In our case, predictions are used to support traders in the forward rate agreement market.
It is found in (Ossen and Schnauss 1995) that it is not possible to beat the random walk hypothesis using linear ARIMA or nonlinear multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) (see Table 1 ). However, an indirect approach, comparable to error correction, was quite successful. In the case of forward rate agreements, the implied forward rates at present can be used as market expectations for the future rate. The resulting series of di erences between market expectations and actual future rates was again modeled using linear and nonlinear models (see Table 2 ). Twolayer feedforward networks in a nonlinear auto-regressive setting were used. Network inputs were past values of the series at speci c time lags. Network outputs directly predicted values in the future. A model selection process resulted in a feedforward network with 5 input units, 5 hidden units, 1 output unit, and a time lag of 3 between past input values.
Bootstrap was used to assess the uncertainty in the estimated network outputs. For time series, the bootstrap approach must be slightly modi ed to ensure independence of observations. Therefore, the bootstrap pseudo samples were generated according to the moving blocks method (Efron and Tibshirani 1993) . The predictive distribution is the distribution of a sum of two random variables: the estimated network function output and ". The parameters of the " distribution were estimated separately. The predictive density was then given by the convolution of the empirical distribution of network outputs and the distribution of ". The main window in Figure 4 shows the interest rate in question, its predictive density including the median for horizons from 1 to 21, and the true rates. The window on the right hand side of Figure 4 shows a single predictive density, in this example for 21 May, 1993 . Surprisingly, it is a multi-modal distribution, potentially caused by local minima in the network error function.
In other words, the assessment of uncertainty could have been hampered by de ciencies introduced by the gradient based learning rule that was used to estimate bootstrap weight vectors. The complete analysis of symmetries, groups, fundamental domains and metric spaces applies here, too, because standard feedforward networks are used. If the de ciencies of the predictive distributions are caused by learning procedures stuck in local minima, the clustering approach should help.
Clustering
Any cluster algorithm that is parameterizable by a distance matrix can be applied. The actual choice may depend on the activation function of network units, which was tanh. We used a hierarchical clustering algorithm that tends to nd spherical clusters (complete linkage method).
We had B = 100 bootstrap weight vectors and the location information of a single maximumlikelihood estimation using the full set of training data. The application of the cluster algorithm using the natural metric for the tanh activation function uncovered the fact that only 60 percent of the bootstrap weight vectors belonged to the cluster that corresponded to the global minimum in the network error function. Bootstrap weight vectors not belonging to the global minimum were excluded from the bootstrap process (see Section 2.2). The constrained bootstrap estimation of the predictive density ( Figure 5 ) is much better localized and unimodal, which improves the results of (Ossen and Schnauss 1995).
Discussion
A major drawback of popular learning procedures for feedforward networks is that they are gradient-based. Therefore they may get stuck in local extrema. In the case of maximumlikelihood estimation of error bars, estimates at local maxima of the likelihood can be completely wrong. For bootstrap, local extrema can lead to unnecessary large error bars or unnecessary wide con dence intervals. We propose to cluster weight vectors in a small, well de ned fundamental domain of weight space using its natural metric. We have found di erent natural metrics depending on the activation function of network units. In practice, it is su cient to use standard clustering algorithms based on distance matrices to discriminate between \good" and \bad". The method can be implemented e ciently even for large networks and large datasets. 
